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In order to avoid well-know paradoxes associated with self-referential definitions,
higher-order dependent type theories stratify the theory using a countably infinite
hierarchy of universes (also known as sorts), Type0 : Type1 : · · · . Such type systems
are called cumulative if for any type A we have that A : Typei implies A : Typei+1.
The predicative calculus of inductive constructions (pCIC) which forms the basis of
the Coq proof assistant, is one such system.
In this paper we present and establish the soundness of the predicative calculus of
cumulative inductive constructions (pCuIC) which extends the cumulativity relation
to inductive types.
1 Introduction
We construct a model for pCuIC based inspired by the model of Lee and Werner [2011] establish-
ing consistency of pCuIC. In loc. cit. authors present a model of pCIC without inductive types
in the sort Prop. Similarly, the model that we shall construct also does not feature inductive
types in the sort Prop. We note, however, that most inductive types in Prop can be encoded
using their Church encoding. For instance, the type False and conjunction of two predicates
can be defined as follows:
Definition conj (P Q : Prop) :=
∀ (R : Prop), (P → Q → R) → R.
Definition False := ∀ (P : Prop), P.
The model of Lee and Werner [2011] does not support the sort Set, neither the predicative
version nor the impredicative one. In this paper, we treat the predicative sort Set simply as
a shorthand for Type0. Note that in Coq it does not hold that Prop : Set. However, in our
model the interpretation of Prop is an element of the interpretation of Type0 but this does not
preclude our model from being sound for the typing rules of the system. In addition, the model
∗This research was partly carried out while I was visiting Inria Paris and Université Paris Diderot and partly
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of Lee and Werner [2011] does support η-expansion yet this is not included in their rules for
judgemental equality. We do include η-expansion in our system.
The main difference between our system and the one by Lee and Werner [2011], apart from
cumulativity for inductive types which is a new contribution to pCIC, is that in Lee and Werner
[2011] the system features case analysis and fixpoints (recursive functions on inductive types) for
inductive types while ours features eliminators. It is well-known that all functions written using
fixpoints and case analysis on inductive types are representable using eliminators. However, the
former is closer to actual implementation in Coq. On the other hand, the occurrences of recursive
calls in recursive functions are may be hidden under some computations. That is, in order to
obtain the position and arguments of recursive calls, which are crucial for constructing the model
of recursive functions, in general requires normalizing the body of the recursive function. It so
appears that the intention of Lee and Werner [2011] is to construct a set theoretic model for Coq,
assuming the normalization property which already implies soundness of their system. This,
however, is not possible when constructing a model that is intended to establish the soundness
of the system. Indeed, our model, similarly to the model of Lee and Werner [2011], does not
imply normalization of well-typed terms. Therefore, when modeling recursive functions, i.e.,
fixpoints in Coq, we cannot assume that we can normalize the body of the fixpoint. This is the
main reason why we opted for formalizing our system with eliminators instead.
1.1 Contributions
Timany and Jacobs [2015] give an account of then work-in-progress on extending pCIC with a
single cumulativity rule for cumulativity of inductive types. The authors show a rather restricted
subsystem of the system that they present to be sound. This subsystem roughly corresponds to
the fragment where terms of cumulative inductive types do not appear as dependent arguments
in other terms. The proof given in Timany and Jacobs [2015] is done by giving a syntactic
translation from that subsystem to pCIC. In this paper, we extend and complete the work that
was initiated by Timany and Jacobs [2015].
In particular, in this work, we consider a more general version of the cumulativity rule for
inductive types. Adding to this, we also consider related rules for judgemental equality of
inductive types which are given rise to by the mutual cumulativity relation and also judgemental
equality of the terms constructors of types in the cumulativity relation.
In this work, we present the system pCuIC in its full details and prove that the system
as presented to be sound. We do this by constructing a set-theoretic model in ZFC, to-
gether with the axiom that there are countably many uncountable strongly inaccessible car-
dinals, inspired by the model of Lee and Werner [2011]. The cumulativity of inductive types
as presented in this paper is now supported in the soon-to-be-released version of Coq, Coq 8.7
[The Coq Development Team, 2017].
Notations for different equalities and the like:
a , b a is defined as b
a = b equality of mathematical objects, e.g., sets, sequences, etc.
t ≡ t′ Syntactically identical terms
Γ ⊢ t ≃ t′ : A
Judgemental equality, i.e., t and t′ are judgementally equal
terms of type A under context Γ
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2 pCuIC
The terms and contexts of the language pCuIC is as follows:
x, y, z, . . . (Variables)
s ::= Prop, Type0, Type1, . . . (Sorts)
t, u, . . . ,M,N, . . . ,
A,B, · · · ::= x | s | Πx : A.B | λx : A. t |
let x := t : A in u | M N | (Terms)
D.x | Elim(t;D.di;Qd1 , . . . , Qdn) {fc1, . . . , fcm}
D ::= Indn {∆I := ∆C} (Inductive blocks)
∆ ::= · | ∆, x : A (Declarations)
Γ ::= · | Γ, x : A, | Γ, x := t : A | Γ,D (Contexts)
Note that although by abuse of notation we write x : A ∈ Γ, x := t : A ∈ Γ or x : A ∈ ∆,
contexts and declarations are not sets. In particular, the order in declarations is important,
this is even the case for declarations where there can be no dependence among the elements.
We write ∆(x) to refer to A whenever x : A ∈ ∆.
Here, Indn {∆I := ∆C} is a block of mutual inductive definitions where n is the number of
parameters, the declarations in ∆I are the inductive types of the block and declarations in ∆C
are constructors of the block. The term Indn {∆I := ∆C} .x is an inductive definition whenever
x ∈ ∆I and a constructor whenever x ∈ ∆C . The term Elim(t;D.dk;Qd1 , . . . , Qdn) {fc1, . . . , fcm}
is the elimination of t (a term of the inductive type D.dk), Qdi ’s are the motives of elimination,
i.e., the result of the elimination will have type Qdk
#»a t whenever the term being eliminated, t,
has type D.dk
#»a . The term fci in the eliminator above is a case-eliminator corresponding to
the case where t is constructed using constructor D.ci.
We write len( #»s ), len(p), dom(f), dom(∆) and dom(Γ) respectively for the length of a sequence
#»s , length of a tuple p, the domain of a partial map f , domain of a declaration ∆ or domain of
a context Γ. Notice crucially that the inductive types and constructors of an inductive block
are not part of the domain of the context that they appear in. We write nil for the empty
sequence. We write Inds(Γ) for the sequence of inductive types in the context Γ. We write
tuples as 〈a1; a2; . . . ; an〉.
Definition 2.1 (Free variables).
Free variables of terms
FV (Prop) , ∅
FV (Typei) , ∅
FV (z) , {z}
FV (λy : A.u) , FV (A) ∪ (FV (u) \ {y})
FV (let y := u : A in v) , FV (A) ∪ FV (u) ∪ (FV (v) \ {y})
FV (u v) , FV (u) ∪ FV (v)
FV (D.z) , FV (D)
FV (Elim(u;D.di;
#»
Q)
{
#»
f
}
) , FV (u) ∪ FV (D) ∪ FV (
#»
Q) ∪ FV (
#»
f )
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Free variables of inductive blocks
FV (Indn {∆I := ∆C}) , FV (∆I) ∪ FV (∆C)
Free variables of sequences of terms
FV (nil) , nil
FV (v, #»v ) , FV (v) ∪ FV ( #»v )
Free variables of declarations
FV (·) , ∅
FV (y : A,∆) , FV (A) ∪ FV (∆)
We define simultaneous substitution for terms as follows:
Definition 2.2 (Simultaneous substitution). We assume that #»x is a sequence of distinct vari-
ables. In this definition for the sake of simplicity we use y for all bound variables.
Substitution for terms
Prop
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, Prop
Typei
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, Typei
z
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, ti if xi = z
z
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, z if ∀i. xi 6= z
(λy : A.u)
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, λy : A
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
. u
[
#»x ′/
#»
t ′
]
(let y := u : A in v)
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, let y := u
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
: A
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
in v
[
#»x ′/
#»
t ′
]
(u v)
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, u
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
v
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
Indn {∆I := ∆C} .z
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, Indn
{
∆I
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
:= ∆C
[
#»x/
#»
t
]}
.z
Elim(u;D.di;
#»
Q)
{
#»
f
} [
#»x/
#»
t
]
, Elim(u
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
; .D.di
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
;
#»
Q
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
)
{
#»
f
[
#»x/
#»
t
]}
Substitution for inductive blocks
Indn {∆I := ∆C}
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, Indn
{
∆I
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
:= ∆C
[
#»x/
#»
t
]}
Substitution for sequences
nil
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, nil
v, #»v
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, v
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, #»v
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
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Substitution for declarations
·
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, ·
y : A,∆
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, y : A
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
,∆
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
Substitution for context
·
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, ·
y : A,∆
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
, y : A
[
#»x/
#»
t
]
,∆
[
#»
x′/
#»
t′
]
where
#»
x′ = #»x and
#»
t′ =
#»
t if y does not appear in #»x and is as follows whenever xi = y:
#»
x′;
#»
t′ = x0, . . . , xi−1, . . . , xn; t0, . . . , ti−1, . . . , tn
2.1 Basic constructions
Figure 1 shows typing rules for the basic constructions, i.e., well-formedness of contexts (WF(Γ)),
sorts, let bindings, dependent products (also referred to as dependent functions), lambda ab-
stractions and applications. It also contains the rules for the judgemental equality for these
constructions. In this figure, the relation Rs indicates the sort that a (dependent) product type
belongs to. The sort Prop is impredicative and therefore any product type with codomain in
Prop also belongs to Prop.
2.2 Inductive types and their eliminators
The typing rules for inductive types, their constructors and eliminators are depicted in Figure 2.
Well-formedness of inductive types The first rule in this figure is the well-formedness of
inductive types. It states that in order to have that the context Γ is well-formed after adding
the mutual inductive block Indn {∆I := ∆C}, i.e.,WF(Γ, Indn {∆I := ∆C}), all inductive types
in the block as well as all constructors need to be well-typed terms. In addition, we must have
that the well-formedness side condition In(Γ,∆I ,∆C) holds. The well-formedness side condition
In(Γ,∆I ,∆C) holds whenever:
• All variables in ∆I and ∆C are distinct.
• The first n arguments of all inductive types and constructors in the block are the param-
eters. In other words, there is a sequence of terms
#»
P such that len(
#»
P ) = n and for all
x : T ∈ ∆I ,∆C we have T ≡ Π
#»p :
#»
P .U for some U .
• Parameters are parametric. In other words, for all c : T ∈ ∆C we have T ≡ Π
#»p :
#»
P .Π #»x :
#»
B. d #»p #»v . That is, every constructor constructs a term of some inductive type in the
block where values applied for parameter arguments of the inductive type are parameter
arguments of the constructor.
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WF-ctx-empty
WF(·)
WF-ctx-hyp
Γ ⊢ A : s x 6∈ dom(Γ)
WF(Γ, x : A)
WF-ctx-def
Γ ⊢ t : A x 6∈ dom(Γ)
WF(Γ, (x := t : A))
Prop
WF(Γ)
Γ ⊢ Prop : Typei
Hierarchy
WF(Γ) i < j
Γ ⊢ Typei : Typej
Var
WF(Γ) x : A ∈ Γ or (x := t : A) ∈ Γ
Γ ⊢ x : A
Let
Γ, (x := t : A) ⊢ u : B
Γ ⊢ let x := t : A in u : B [t/x]
Let-eq
Γ ⊢ A ≃ A′ : s Γ ⊢ t ≃ t′ : A Γ, (x := t : A) ⊢ u ≃ u′ : B
Γ ⊢ let x := t : A inu ≃ letx := t′ : A′ in u′ : B [t/x]
Prod
Γ ⊢ A : s1 Γ, x : A ⊢ B : s2 Rs(s1, s2, s3)
Γ ⊢ Πx : A.B : s3
Prod-eq
Γ ⊢ A ≃ A′ : s1 Γ, x : A ⊢ B ≃ B
′ : s2 Rs(s1, s2, s3)
Γ ⊢Πx : A.B ≃ Πx : A′. B′ : s3
Lam
Γ, x : A ⊢M : B Γ ⊢ Πx : A.B : s
Γ ⊢ λx : A.M : Πx : A.B
Lam-eq
Γ ⊢ A ≃ A′ : s1 Γ, x : A ⊢M ≃M
′ : B Γ ⊢ Πx : A.B : s2
Γ ⊢ λx : A.M ≃ λx : A′.M ′ : Πx : A.B
App
Γ ⊢M : Πx : A.B Γ ⊢ N : A
Γ ⊢M N : B [N/x]
App-eq
Γ ⊢M ≃M ′ : Πx : A.B Γ ⊢ N ≃ N ′ : A
Γ ⊢M N ≃M ′ N ′ : B [N/x]
Predicativity
Rs(Typei, Typej , Typemax{i,j})
Predicativity’
Rs(Prop, Typei, Typei)
Impredicativity
Rs(s, Prop, Prop)
Figure 1: Basic construction
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Ind-WF
In(Γ,∆I ,∆C) Γ ⊢ A : sd for all (d : A) ∈ ∆I
Γ,∆I ⊢ T : sd for all (c : A) ∈ ∆C if c ∈ Constrs(∆C , d)
WF(Γ, Indn {∆I := ∆C})
Ind-type
WF(Γ) D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} ∈ Γ di ∈ dom(∆I)
Γ ⊢ D.di : ∆I(di)
Ind-constr
WF(Γ) D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} ∈ Γ c ∈ dom(∆C)
Γ ⊢ D.c : ∆C(c)
[
#»
d/
#       »
∆I .d
]
Ind-Elim
WF(Γ) D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} ∈ Γ
dom(∆I) = {d1, . . . , dl} dom(∆C) = {c1, . . . , cl′}
Γ ⊢ Qdi : Π
#»x :
#»
A. (di
#»x )→ s′ where ∆I(di) ≡ Π
#»x :
#»
A. s for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l
Γ ⊢ t : D.dk
#»m Γ ⊢ fci : ξ
#»
Q
D (ci,∆C(ci)) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l
′
Γ ⊢ Elim(t;D.dk;Qd1 , . . . , Qdl)
{
fc1, . . . , fcl′
}
: Qdk
#»m t
Ind-Elim-eq
WF(Γ) D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} ∈ Γ
dom(∆I) = {d1, . . . , dl} dom(∆C) = {c1, . . . , cl′}
Γ ⊢ Qdi ≃ Q
′
di
: Π #»x :
#»
A. (di
#»x )→ s′ where ∆I(di) ≡ Π
#»x :
#»
A. s for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l
Γ ⊢ t ≃ t′ : D.dk
#»m Γ ⊢ fci ≃ f
′
ci
: ξ
#»
Q
D (ci,∆C(ci)) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l
′
Γ ⊢ Elim(t;D.dk;Qd1 , . . . , Qdl)
{
fc1, . . . , fcl′
}
≃
Elim(t′;D.dk;Q
′
d1
, . . . , Q′dl)
{
f ′c1, . . . , f
′
cl′
}
: Qdk
#»m t
Figure 2: Inductive types and eliminators
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• Every inductive type is just a type (an element of a universe) that depends on a number
of arguments beginning with parameters. The non-parameter arguments are called the
arity of the inductive type. In other words, for all d ∈ dom(∆I) we have ∆I(d) ≡ Π
#»x :
#»
P .Π #»y :
#»
A. s where
#»
A is called the arity and s 6= Prop is the sort of the inductive type.
• Every constructor is a constructs terms of an inductive type in the block. In other words,
for all c ∈ dom(∆C) we have c ∈ Constrs(∆C , d) for some d ∈ ∆I where Constrs(∆C , d) is
the set of constructors in ∆C that construct terms of the inductive type d.
Constrs(∆C , d) ,
{
c ∈ dom(∆C) | ∆C(c) ≡ Π
#»p :
#»
P .Π #»x :
#»
U. d #»u
}
• All inductive types in the block appear only strictly positively in constructors. In other
words, for all c ∈ dom(∆C), Posdom(∆I )(∆C(c)) where PosS(t) is determined by the follow-
ing rules:
u does not appear in
#»
A or
#»
t for all u ∈ S B ∈ S
Pos
†
S(Π
#»x :
#»
A.B
#»
t )
u does not appear in
#»
t for all u ∈ S B ∈ S
PosS(B
#»
t )
Pos
†
S(A) PosS(B)
PosS(A→ B)
u does not appear in
#»
A for all u ∈ S PosS(B)
PosS(Π
#»x :
#»
A.B)
Inductive types and constructs Rules Ind-Type and Ind-constr indicate, respectively, the
type of inductive types and constructs in a block of mutually inductive types. The type of an
inductive type of a block is exactly the same as declared in the block. The type of constructors
of a block is determined by the type declared in the block except that inductive types in block
are replaced by their proper (global) names.
Example 2.3. The following is the definition natural numbers inpCuIC.
N , Ind0{nat : Type0 := zero : nat, succ : nat → nat}
nat , N .nat
zero , N .zero
succ , N .succ
Example 2.4. The following is the definition of universe polymorphic lists (for level i) in
pCuIC.
Li , Ind1{list : ΠA : Typei. Typei := nil : ΠA : Typei. list A,
cons : ΠA : Typei. A→ list A→ list A}
listi , Li.list
nil i , Li.nil
consi , Li.cons
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Example 2.5. Definition of a finitely branching tree as a mutual inductive block in pCuIC.
Ind0{FTree : Type0,Forest : Type0 :=
leaf : FTree,node : Forset → FTree,
Fnil : Forest ,Fcons : FTree → Forest → Forest}
Eliminators The term Elim(t;D.dk;Qd1 , . . . , Qdl)
{
fc1, . . . , fcl′
}
is the elimination of the term
t (which is of type dk (in some inductive block D) where the result of elimination of inductive
types in the block, i.e., motives of eliminations, is given by
#»
Q and
#»
f are functions for elimination
of terms constructed using particular constructors. The term, above, has type Qdk
#»m t if t has
type dk
#»m.
Each case-eliminator fci is the recipe for generating a term of the appropriate type (according
to the corresponding motive) out of arguments of the constructor ci under the assumption that
all (mutually) recursive arguments are already appropriately eliminated. This is perhaps best
seen in the rule Iota below which describes the judgemental equality corresponding to the
(intended) operational behavior of eliminators.
The function ξ
#»
Q
D (ci,∆C(ci)) ascribes a type to the case-eliminator fci in the manner explained
above. That is, ξ
#»
Q
D (ci,∆C(ci)) is a function type that given arguments of the constructor ci
(and their eliminated version if they are (mutually) recursive arguments) produces a term of
the appropriate type according to the motives. It is formally defined as follows by recursion on
derivation of Posdom(∆I)(∆C(ci)):
If P ≡ Π #»x :
#»
A. di
#»m and we have Pos†
dom∆I
(P ) and Posdom∆I (B)
ξ
#»
Q
D (t, P → B) , Πp : P. (Π
#»x :
#»
A.Qdi m (p
#»x ))→ ξ
#»
Q
D (t p,B)
Otherwise,
ξ
#»
Q
D (t,Πx : A.B) , Πx : A. ξ
#»
Q
D (t x,B)
Otherwise, if d ∈ dom(∆I)
ξ
#»
Q
D (t, d
#»m) , Qd
#»m t
Example 2.6. The following is the definition of the recursive function corresponding to the
principle of mathematical induction on natural numbers in pCuIC.
nat_ind , λP : nat → Prop.λo : P zero.λstp : Πx : nat. P x→ P (succ x).
λn : nat.Elim(n;nat ;P ) {o, stp}
The term nat_ind above has the type
ΠP : nat → Prop. (P Z)→ (Πx : nat. P x→ P (S x))→ Πn : nat. P n
Example 2.7. The following is the definition the recursive function to add two natural numbers
in pCuIC.
add , λn : nat.λm : nat.Elim(n;nat;λ_ : nat.nat) {m,λx : nat. succ x}
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Example 2.8. The following is the definition the polymorphic and universe polymorphic recur-
sive function to compute the length of a list in pCuIC.
length , λA : Typei.λl : listi A.Elim(l; list;λ_ : listi.nat)
{λB : Typei. zero,λB : Typei.λx : B.λy : listi B.λz : nat. succ z}
Remark 2.9. From the definition of eliminators, it might appear that they limit expressivity
of our system. It might so appear that they only allow us to define recursive functions that are
paramtrically polymorphic in the parameters of the inductive block. This, however is not the case,
as existence of inductive types allows for breaking this paramtricity. In order to demonstrate
this, the next example defines a function that sums up a list of natural numbers, where list is
the polymorphic type of lists defined above.
It is necessary to formulate eliminators such that motives and case-eliminators include pa-
rameters. This is due to the way inductive types are defined. In particular, a constructor is
only required to produce a term of the inductive type with the parameters the same as the whole
block. When an inductive type (including the one that the constructor in question is producing)
appears as an argument of the constructor it needs not be with the same parameters as that of
the inductive block. This is also the case in the practical implementation of inductive types in
Coq. An example of such an inductive type is the following definition of lists where one can
instead of an element of the list store some code in the list representing that element as a list
of natural numbers.
Ind1{Clist : ΠA : Typei. Typei := Cnil : ΠA : Typei.Clist A,
Ccons : ΠA : Typei. A→ Clist A→ Clist A
Ccons′ : ΠA : Typei.Clist nat → Clist A→ Clist A}
Example 2.10. The following is the definition a function that sums up a list of natural numbers
in pCuIC. Notice that this is a non-paramtrically-polymorphic recursive function defined in our
system for a polymorphic definition of lists.
We first define an inductive type that can determine when a type is the type of natural numbers.
N , Ind0{isNat : ΠA : Type0. Type0 := IN : isNat nat}
isNat , N .isNat
IN , N .IN
The elimination of this type allows us to write a function that given a type A and an element
of the type isNat A we can construct a function from A to the natural numbers.
toNat , λA : Type0.λi : isNar A.Elim(i; isNat ;λB : Type0.λ_ : isNat B.B → nat)
{λx : nat. x}
Now we can use these constructions to define the basis for our sum function.
sum_el ′ , λA : Type0.λA : list0 A.Elim(l; list0;λB : Type0. isNar A→ nat)
{λB : Type0.λ_ : isNar A. zero,
λB : Type0.λx : B.λy : list B.λz : isNat B → nat.λi : isNar A.
add (toNat ix) (z i)}
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Eq-ref
Γ ⊢ t : A
Γ ⊢ t ≃ t : A
Eq-sym
Γ ⊢ t ≃ t′ : A
Γ ⊢ t′ ≃ t : A
Eq-trans
Γ ⊢ t ≃ t′ : A Γ ⊢ t ≃ t′′ : A
Γ ⊢ t ≃ t′′ : A
Beta
Γ, x : A ⊢M : B Γ, x : A ⊢ B : s Γ ⊢ N : A
Γ ⊢ (λx : A.M) N ≃M [N/x] : B [N/x]
Delta
WF(Γ) x := t : A ∈ Γ
Γ ⊢ x ≃ t : A
Eta
Γ ⊢ t : Πx : A.B
Γ ⊢ t ≃ λx : A. t x : Πx : A.B
Zeta
Γ ⊢ t : A Γ, x := t : A ⊢ u : B
Γ ⊢ (let x := t : A in u) ≃ u [t/x] : B [t/x]
Iota
WF(Γ) D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} ∈ Γ Γ ⊢ D
′ † D
dom(∆I) = {d1, . . . , dl} dom(∆C) = {c1, . . . , cl′}
Γ ⊢ Qdi : Π
#»x :
#»
A. (di
#»x )→ s′ where ∆I(di) ≡ Π
#»x :
#»
A. s for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l
Γ ⊢ D′.cj
#»a : D.dk
#»m 1 ≤ j ≤ l′ Γ ⊢ fci : ξ
#»
Q
D (D.ci,∆C(ci)) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l
′
Γ ⊢ Elim(D′.cj
#»a ;D.dk;Qd1 , . . . , Qdl)
{
fc1, . . . , fcl′
}
≃
µ
#»
Q;
#»
f
D (fcj ;
#»a ;∆C(cj)) : Qdk
#»m (D′.cj
#»a )
Figure 3: The main judgemental equality rules
Using this helper function we can define the non-polymorphic function that given a list of natural
numbers computes the sum of all its elements.
sum_el , λl : list0 nat. sum_el
′ nat l IN
2.3 Judgemental equality
The main typing rules for judgemental equality, except for those related to cumulativity, are
presented in Figure 3.
The rules Eq-ref, Eq-sym and Eq-trans make the judgemental equality an equivalence
relation. The rule Beta corresponds to the operational rule for β-reduction in lambda calculus.
The rules Delta and Zeta correspond to the operation of expansion of global definitions
(defined in the context) and let-bindings, respectively. The rule Eta corresponds to η-expansion
for (dependent) functions.
The rule Iota corresponds to the operation of reduction of recursive functions and case
analysis (in systems featuring these, e.g., Coq itself) and that of eliminators as in our case.
Notice that this rule only applies if the term on which elimination is being performed is a
constructor applied to some terms1. This rule specifies that, as expected, the eliminator, applied
to a term that is constructed out of a constructor (of the corresponding type or any of its
sub-types, see Remark 2.11 below) applied to some terms, is equivalent to the corresponding
case-eliminator applied arguments of the constructor, after (mutually) recursive arguments are
appropriately eliminated. This is exactly what the recursor µ
#»
Q;
#»
f
D does, applying arguments
1This restriction is indeed necessary in Coq so as to guarantee strong normalization.
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of the constructor to the corresponding case-eliminator after eliminating (mutually) recursive
arguments as necessary. Recursors are defined as follows by recursion on the derivation of
Posdom(∆I )(∆C(ci)):
If P ≡ Π #»x :
#»
A. di
#»m and we have Pos†
dom∆I
(P ) and Posdom∆I (B)
µ
#»
Q;
#»
f
D (t; b,
#»a ;P → B) , µ
#»
Q;
#»
f
D
(
t b
(
λ
#»x :
#»
A.Elim(b #»x ;D.di;
#»
Q)
{
#»
f
})
; #»a ;B
)
Otherwise,
µ
#»
Q;
#»
f
D (t; b,
#»a ;Πx : A.B) , µ
#»
Q;
#»
f
D (t b;
#»a ;B)
Otherwise, if d ∈ dom(∆I)
µ
#»
Q;
#»
f
D (t; nil; d
#»m) , t
Remark 2.11 (Iota and subtyping of cumulativity for inductive tpyes). We, in addition,
stipulate here that the eliminators can eliminate terms constructed using the corresponding con-
structor of any inductive type that is a sub-type of the inductive type for which the elimination
is specified. Note that in the Coq implementation of cumulativity for inductive types, cumula-
tivity is only considered for different instances of the same inductive type at different universe
levels. That is, only for two instances of the same universe polymorphic inductive type. In those
settings, the inductive types being sup-types of one another are instance of the same inductive
types and the eliminators, and in general the operational semantics, simply ignore the universes
in terms. Here, we have to consider this side condition to achieve a similar result.
2.4 Cumulativity
Figures 4 and 5 show the rules for cumulativity in pCuIC. Rules in Figure 5 pertain to cumula-
tivity of inductive types. These are novel additions to the predicative calculus of constructions
(pCIC). The main purpose of the model constructed in this paper is to prove these rules correct.
The rule Ind-leq specifies when we say a blocks of inductive types D is included in another
block D′. Intuitively, this holds when corresponding arguments of the inductive type (only the
arity and not the parameters) of corresponding inductive types have the appropriate subtyping
relation and also for all corresponding arguments of corresponding constructors, except for those
that are parameters of the inductive types. Excluding parameters has interesting consequences.
For instance, let us consider the following example that shows the polymorphic definition of
lists of elements of a type A : Typei are independent of the level of the type, i. Notice that
cumulativity, implies that A also has type Typej for any i ≤ j.
Example 2.12. Consider the universe polymorphic definition of lists from Example 2.3. This
definitions allows us to use rules Int-leq and C-Ind to conclude that Li,Lj ,Γ ⊢ Listi A 
Listj A for all types A regardless of i and j which would not be the case if we were to
compare parameters. This result in turn allows us to use the rule Ind-Eq to conclude that
Li,Lj ,Γ ⊢ Listi A ≃ Listj A : Typei and use the rule Constr-Eq-L to conclude Li,Lj ,Γ ⊢
nil i A ≃ nilj A : Listi A both regardless of i and j. Similarly, we can conclude that Li,Lj ,Γ ⊢
consi A a l ≃ nilj A a
′ l′ : Listi A whenever Li,Lj ,Γ ⊢ l ≃ l
′ : Listi A Li,Lj ,Γ ⊢ a ≃ a
′ : A.
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Prop-in-Type
Γ ⊢ Prop  Typei
Cum-Type
i ≤ j
Γ ⊢ Typei  Typej
Cum-trans
Γ ⊢M  N Γ ⊢ N  O
Γ ⊢M  O
Cum-weaken
Γ ⊢M  N Γ ⊢ O : s x 6∈ dom(Γ)
Γ, x : O ⊢M  N
Cum-Prod
Γ ⊢ A1 ≃ B1 : s Γ, x : A1 ⊢ A2  B2
Γ ⊢ Πx : A1. A2  Πx : B1. B2
Cum-eq-L
Γ ⊢M ≃ N : s Γ ⊢ N  O
Γ ⊢M  O
Cum-eq-R
Γ ⊢M  N Γ ⊢ N ≃ O : s
Γ ⊢M  O
Cum
Γ ⊢ t : A Γ ⊢ A  B
Γ ⊢ t : B
Cum-eq
Γ ⊢ t ≃ t′ : A Γ ⊢ A  B
Γ ⊢ t ≃ t′ : B
Eq-Cum
Γ ⊢M ≃M ′ : s
Γ ⊢M M ′
Figure 4: Cumulativity
Notice that rules C-Ind, Ind-Eq, Constr-Eq-L and Constr-Eq-R are only applicable if
the inductive type or the constructor in the latter case are fully applied. This is mainly because
subtyping only makes sense for types (elements of a sort).
3 Set-theoretic background
In this section we shortly explain the set-theoretic axioms and constructions that form the basis
of our model. We assume that the reader is familiar with the ZFC set theory. This is very
similar to the theory that Lee and Werner [2011] use as the basis for their model. In particular,
we use Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the axiom of choice (ZFC) together with an axiom that
there is a countably infinite strictly increasing hierarchy of uncountable strongly inaccessible
cardinals. In particular, we assume that we have a hierarchy of strongly inaccessible cardinals
κ0, κ1, κ2, . . . where κ0 > ω.
3.1 Von Neumann cumulative hierarchy and models of ZFC
The von Neumann cumulative hierarchy is a sequence of sets (indexed by ordinal numbers) that
is cumulative. That is, each set in the hierarchy is a subset of the all sets after it. These sets
are also referred to as von Neumann universes. This hierarchy is defined as follows for ordinal
number α:
Vα ,
⋃
β∈α
P (Vβ)
It is well-known [Drake, 1974] that whenever α is a strongly inaccessible cardinal number of a
cardinality strictly greater than ω, as is the case for κ0, κ2, . . . , Vα is a model for ZFC. The
von Neumann universe Vω satisfies all axioms of ZFC except for the axiom of infinity. This is
due to the fact that all sets in Vω are finite. This is why we have assumed that our hierarchy
of strngly inaccessible cardinals starts at one strictly greater than ω. In particular, if A and B
are two sets in Vκ then B
A ∈ Vκ where B
A is the set of all functions from B to A. This allows
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Ind-leq
D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} ∈ Γ D
′ ≡ Indn
{
∆′I := ∆
′
C
}
∈ Γ
dom(∆I) = dom(∆
′
I) dom(∆C) = dom(∆
′
C)[
∆I(d) ≡
#»p :
#»
P .Π #»z :
#»
V . s ∆′I(d) ≡
#»p :
# »
P ′.Π #»z :
# »
V ′. s′ Γ, #»p :
#»
P ⊢
#»
V 
# »
V ′(
∆C(c) ≡ Π
#»p :
#»
P .Π #»x :
#»
U. d #»u ∆′C(c) ≡ Π
#»p :
# »
P ′.Π #»x :
# »
U ′. d
#»
u′
Γ, #»p :
#»
P ⊢
#»
U 
# »
U ′ Γ, #»p :
#»
P , #»x :
#»
U ⊢ #»u ≃
#»
u′ :
# »
P ′,
# »
V ′
for c ∈ Constrs(∆C , d)
)
for d ∈ dom(∆I)
]
Γ ⊢ D † D′
C-Ind
D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} D
′ ≡ Indn
{
∆′I := ∆
′
C
}
Γ ⊢ D † D′
Γ ⊢ D.d #»a : s Γ ⊢ D′.d #»a : s′
Γ ⊢ D.d #»a  D′.d #»a
Ind-Eq
Γ ⊢ D.d #»a  D′.d #»a Γ ⊢ D′.d #»a  D.d #»a Γ ⊢ D.d #»a : s Γ ⊢ D′.d #»a : s
Γ ⊢ D.d #»a ≃ D′.d #»a : s
Constr-Eq-L
Γ ⊢ D′.d #»a  D.d #»a Γ ⊢ D.c #»m : D.d #»a Γ ⊢ D′.c #»m : D′.d #»a
Γ ⊢ D.c #»m ≃ D′.c #»m : D.d #»a
Constr-Eq-R
Γ ⊢ D.d #»a  D′.d #»a Γ ⊢ D.c #»m : D.d #»a Γ ⊢ D′.c #»m : D′.d #»a
Γ ⊢ D.c #»m ≃ D′.c #»m : D′.d #»a
Figure 5: Cumulativity and judgemental equality for inductive types
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us to use von Neumann universes to model the predicative pCuIC universes. For more details
about strongly inaccessible cardinals and von Neumann universes refer to Drake [1974].
3.2 Rule sets and fixpoints: inductive constructions in set theory
Following Lee and Werner [2011], who follow Dybjer [1991] and Aczel [1999], we use inductive
definitions (in set theory) constructed through rule sets to model inductive types. Here, we
give a very short account of rule sets for inductive definitions. For further details refer to Aczel
[1977].
A pair (A, a) is a rule based on a set U where A ⊆ U is the set of premises and a ∈ U is the
conclusion. We usually write A
a
for a rule (A, a). A rule set based on U is a set Φ of rules based
on U . We say a set X ⊆ U is Φ-closed, closedΦ(X) for a U based rule set Φ if we have:
closedΦ(X) , ∀
A
a
∈ Φ. A ⊆ X ⇒ a ∈ X
The operator OΦ corresponding to a rule set Φ is the operation of collecting all conclusions for
a set whose premises are available in that set. That is,
OΦ(X) ,
{
a
∣∣∣∣Aa ∈ Φ ∧A ⊆ X
}
Hence, a set X is Φ-closed if OΦ(X) ⊆ X. Notice that OΦ is a monotone function on P (U)
which is a complete lattice. Therefore, for any U based rule set Φ, the operator OΦ has a least
fixpoint, I(Φ) ⊆ U :
I(Φ) ,
⋂
{X ⊆ U |closedΦ(X)}
We define by transfinite recursion a sequence, indexed by ordinal numbers OαΦ for an ordinal
number α:
OαΦ ,
⋃
β∈α
(
OβΦ ∪OΦ(O
β
Φ)
)
Obviously, for β ≤ α we have OβΦ ⊆ O
α
Φ.
Theorem 3.1 (Aczel [1977]). For any rule set Φ there exists an ordinal number ClOrd(Φ) called
the closing ordinal of Φ such that it is the smallest ordinal number for which we have I(Φ) =
O
ClOrd(Φ)
Φ is the least fixpoint of OΦ. In other words, O
ClOrd(Φ)+1
Φ = OΦ(O
ClOrd(Φ)
Φ ) = O
ClOrd(Φ)
Φ .
Lemma 3.2 (Aczel [1977]). Let Φ be a rule set based on some set U and β a regular cardinal
such that for every rule A
a
∈ Φ we have that |A| < β then
ClOrd(Φ) ≤ β
In other words, OβΦ is the least fixpoint of OΦ.
3.3 Fixpoints of large functions
A set theoretic constructions is called large with respect to a set theoretic (von Neumann)
universe if it does not belong to that universe. As we shall see, the functions that we will
consider for interpreting of inductive types (operators of certain rule sets) are indeed large.
That is, they map subsets of the universe to subsets of the universe. As a result, the fixpoint
of these functions might not have a fixpoint within the universe in question as the universe
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with the subset relation on it is not a complete lattice. The following lemmas show that under
certain conditions, the fixpoint of the function induced by rule sets does exist in the desired
universe. We will use this lemma to show that the interpretations of inductive types do indeed
fall in the universe that they are supposed to.
Lemma 3.3. Let Φ be a rule set based on the set-theoretic universe V and α ∈ V be a cardinal
number such that for all A
a
∈ Φ we have |A| ≤ α. Then,
ClOrd(Φ) ∈ V
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, it suffices to show that there is a regular cardinal β ∈ V such that
|A| < β for any A
a
∈ Φ. Take β to be ℵα+1. By the fact that V is a model of ZFC we know that
ℵα+1 ∈ V. By the fact that α < ℵα+1 we know that |A| < ℵα+1 for any
A
a
∈ Φ. It is well known
that under axioms of ZFC (this crucially uses axiom of choice) ℵα+1 is a regular cardinal for
any ordinal number α – see Drake [1974] for a proof. This concludes our proof.
Lemma 3.4. Let Φ be a rule set based on the set-theoretic universe V and α ∈ V be a cardinal
number such that for all A
a
∈ Φ we have |A| ≤ α. Then,
I(Φ) ∈ V
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we know that I(Φ) = O
ClOrd(Φ)
Φ . We know that O
ClOrd(Φ)
Φ ∈ V as
it is constructed by transfinite recursion up to ClOrd(Φ) and that we crucially know that
ClOrd(Φ) ∈ V by Lemma 3.3. More precisely, this can be shown using transfinite induction up
to ClOrd(Φ) showing that every stage belongs to V. Notice that it is crucial for an ordinal to
belong to the universe in order for transfinite induction to be valid.
3.4 The use of axiom of choice
The only place in this work that we make use of axiom of choice is in the proof of Lemma 3.3.
We use this axiom to show the following statement which we could have alternatively taken as
a (possibly) weaker axiom.
In any von Neumann universe V for any cardinal number α there is a regular cardinal
β such that α < β.
Note that his statement is independent of ZF and certain axiom, e.g., choice as we have taken
here, needs to be postulated. This is due to the well-known fact proven by Gitik [1980] that
under the assumption of existence of strongly compact cardinals, any uncountable cardinal is
singular!
3.5 Modeling the impredicative sort Prop: trace encoding
One of the challenges in constructing a model for a system like pCuIC is treatment of an
impredicative proof-irrelevant sort Prop. This can be done by simply modeling Prop as the
set {∅, {∅}} where provable propositions are modeled as {∅} and non-provable propositions as
∅. This however, will only work where we don’t have the cumulativity relation between Prop
and Typei. In presence of such cumulativity relations, such a naïve treatment of Prop breaks
interpretation of the (dependent) function spaces as sets of functions. The following example
should make the issue plain.
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Example 3.5 (Werner [1997]). Let’s consider the interpretation of the term I ≡ λ(P : Type0). P →
P . In this case, the semantics of JI TrueK will be {∅} or {∅}{∅} depending on whether True : Prop
or True : Type0 is considered, respectively. And hence we should have {∅} = {∅}
{∅} which is not
the case, even though the two sets are isomorphic (bijective).
In order to circumvent this issue, we follow Lee and Werner [2011], who in turn follow Aczel
[1999], in using the method known as trace encoding for representation of functions.
Definition 3.6 (Trace encoding). The following two functions, Lam and App, are used for trace
encoding and application of trace encoded functions respectively.
Lam(f) ,
⋃
(x,y)∈f
({x} × y)
App(f, x) , {y|(x, y) ∈ f}
Lemma 3.7. Let f : X → Y be a set theoretic function then for any x ∈ X we have
App(Lam(f), x) = f(x)
Note that using the trace encoding technique the problem mentioned in Example 3.5 is not
present anymore. That is, we have:{
Lam(f)
∣∣∣f ∈ {∅}{∅}} = {∅}
Lemma 3.8 (Aczel [1999]). Let A be a set and assume the set B(x) ⊆ 1 for x ∈ A.
1. {Lam(f)|f ∈ Πx ∈ A.B(x)} ⊆ 1
2. {Lam(f)|f ∈ Πx ∈ A.B(x)} = 1 iff ∀x ∈ A. B(x) = 1
4 Set-theoretic model and consistency of pCuIC
We construct a model for pCuIC by interpreting predicative universes using von Neumann
universes and Prop as {0, 1} = {∅, {∅}}. We use the trace encoding technique presented earlier
for (dependent) function types. We will construct the interpretation of inductive types and
their eliminators using rule sets for inductive definitions in set theory. We shall first define a
size function on terms, typing contexts, and pairs of a context and a term which we write as
size(Γ ⊢ t). We will then define the interpretation of typing contexts and terms (in appropriate
context) by well-founded recursion on their size.
Definition 4.1. We define a function size on terms, contexts, declarations and pairs consisting
of a context and a term (which we write as size(Γ ⊢ t)) mutually recursively as follows:
Size for typing contexts and declarations
size(·) , 1/2
size(Γ, x : A) , size(Γ) + size(A)
size(Γ, x := t : A) , size(Γ) + size(t) + size(A)
size(Γ, Indn {∆I := ∆C}) , size(Γ) + size(Indn {∆I := ∆C})
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Size for term
size(Prop) , 1
size(Typei) , 1
size(x) , 1
size(Πx : A.B) , size(A) + size(B) + 1
size(λx : A. t) , size(A) + size(t) + 1
size(t u) , size(t) + size(u) + 1
size(let x := t : A in u) , size(t) + size(u) + size(A) + 1
size(D.z) , size(D)
size(Elim(t;D.di;
#»
Q)
{
#»
f
}
) , size(t) + size(D) +
∑
i
size(Qi) +
∑
i
size(fi) + 1
Size for pairs consisting of a context and a term
size(Indn {∆I := ∆C}) ,
∑
d∈dom(∆I )
size(∆I(d)) +
∑
c∈dom(∆C)
size(∆C(c)) + 1
Size for judgements
size(Γ ⊢ t) , size(Γ) + size(t)− 1/2
size(Γ ⊢ Indn {∆I := ∆C}) , size(Γ) + size(Indn {∆I := ∆C})− 1/2
In the definition above, which is similar to that by Lee and Werner [2011] and Miquel and Werner
[2003], the ±1/2 is add to make sure size(Γ ⊢ t) < size(Γ, x : t) and that size(Γ) < size(Γ ⊢ t).
Definition 4.2 (The model). We define the interpretations for contexts and terms by well-
founded recursion on their sizes.
Interpretation of contexts
J·K , {nil}
JΓ, x : AK , {γ, a∣∣∣γ ∈ JΓK ∧ JΓ ⊢ AKγ↓ ∧a ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ}
JΓ, x := t : AK , {γ, a∣∣∣γ ∈ JΓK ∧ JΓ ⊢ AKγ↓ ∧ JΓ ⊢ tKγ↓ ∧a = JΓ ⊢ tKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ}
JΓ, Indn {∆I := ∆C}K , JΓK if JΓ ⊢ Indn {∆I := ∆C}Kγ↓ for all γ ∈ JΓK
Above, we assume that x 6∈ dom(Γ), otherwise, both JΓ, x : AK and JΓ, x := t : AK are undefined.
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Interpretation of terms
JΓ ⊢ PropKγ , {∅, {∅}}
JΓ ⊢ TypeiKγ , Vκi
JΓ ⊢ xK #»a , alen(Γ1)−l if Γ = Γ1, x : A,Γ2 and x 6∈ dom(Γ1) ∪ dom(Γ2)
and l = len(Inds(Γ1))
JΓ ⊢ Πx : A.BKγ ,
{
Lam(f)
∣∣∣f : Πa ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ . JΓ, x : A ⊢ BKγ,a}
JΓ ⊢ λx : A. tKγ , Lam
({
(a, JΓ, x : A ⊢ tKγ,a)
∣∣∣a ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ})
JΓ ⊢ t uKγ , App(JΓ ⊢ tKγ , JΓ ⊢ uKγ)
JΓ ⊢ let x := t : A inuKγ , JΓ, x := t : A ⊢ uKγ,JΓ⊢uKγ
Interpretation of inductive types, constructors and eliminators is defined below
4.1 Modeling inductive types
We define the interpretation for inductive blocks by constructing a rule set which will interpret
the whole inductive block. We will define interpretation of individual inductive types and
constructors of the block based on the fixpoint of this rule set.
Definition 4.3 (Interpretation of the inductive types). Let D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} be an arbi-
trary but fixed inductive block such that ∆I = d0 : A0, . . . dl : Al and ∆C = c0 : T0, . . . cl′ : Tl′ .
Where Ai ≡ Π
#»p :
#»
P .Π #»x :
# »
Bi. s for some sequence of types
#»
B and some sort s. Here,
#»
P
are parameters of the inductive block. The type of constructors are of the following form:
Tk ≡ Π
#»p :
#»
P .Π #»x :
# »
Vk. dik
#»p
#»
tk for some
#»
tk. Notice that
# »
Vk is a sequence itself. That is,
it is of the form
# »
Vk ≡ Vk,1, . . . , Vk,len( #   »VK). That is, each constructor ck, takes a number of argu-
ments, first parameters
#»
P and then some more
# »
Vk. The strict positivity condition implies that
for any non-parameter argument Vk,i of a constructor ck, either d ∈ dom(∆I) does not appear
in Vk,i or we have Vk,i ≡ Π
#»x :
#      »
Wk,i. dIk,i
#»q
#»
t where len( #»q ) = len( #»p ). That is, each argument
of a constructor where an inductive type (of the same block) appears, is a (dependent) function
with codomain being that inductive type. In this case, no inductive type of the block appears the
domain(s) of the function,
#      »
Wk,i. Notice that the codomain of the function is an inductive type
in the block but not necessarily of the same family as the one being defined – the parameters
applied are #»q instead of #»p ! We write rec(Vk,i) if some inductive of the block appears in Vk,i in
which case it will be of the form just described.
JΓ ⊢ DKγ , I(ΦγΓ,D)
ΦγΓ,D ,
⋃
di∈dom(∆I )
⋃
ck∈Constrs(di)


Ψdi,ck
ψdi,ck
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
#»a ∈
r
Γ ⊢
#»
P
z
γ
,
#»m ∈
r
Γ, #»p :
#»
P ,
#»
d′ : #»s ⊢
# »
V ′k
z
γ, #»a ,
#»
b


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Where,
#»
d′ is the sequence of d′Ik,j ’s occurring within
# »
V ′k below and si is the sort of the inductive
type di,
#»
b ∈
r
Γ, #»p :
#»
P ⊢ #»s
z
γ, #»a
and,
ψdi,ck ,
〈
i; #»a ;
r
Γ, #»p :
#»
P ,
#»
d′ : #»s , #»x :
# »
V ′k ⊢
#»
tk
z
γ, #»a ,
#»
b , #»m
; 〈k; #»a , #»m〉
〉
Ψdi,ck ,
⋃
rec(Vk,j)


〈Ik,j;r
Γk,j,
#»y :
#      »
Wk,j ⊢
#»q
z
γ, #»a .
#»
b , #»e , #»u
;r
Γk,j,
#»y :
#      »
Wk,j ⊢
#»
t
z
γ, #»a ,
#»
b , #»e , #»u
;
#     »
App(mIk,j ,
#»u )
〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
#»u ∈
r
Γk,j ⊢
#      »
Wk,j
z
γ, #»a ,
#»
b , #»e


Γk,j , Γ,
#»p :
#»
P ,
#»
d′ : #»s , x1 : V
′
k,1, . . . , xj−1 : V
′
k,j−1
#»e , m1, . . .mj−1
For Ψk we assume that Vk,j ≡ Π
#»y :
#      »
Wk,j. dIk,j
#»q
#»
t .
The types V ′k,j are defined based on Vk,j as follows:
V ′k,j ,

Π
#»x :
#      »
Wk,i. d
′
Ik,j
if rec(Vk,j) and Vk,i ≡ Π
#»x :
#      »
Wk,i. dIk,j
#»q
#»
t
Vk,j otherwise
We define the interpretation of the inductive types in the block as follows:
JΓ ⊢ D.diKγ , #     »Lam(fdi)
fdi(
#»a ,
#»
t ) ,
{
〈k; #»a , #»m〉
∣∣∣〈i; #»a ; #»t ; 〈k; #»a , #»m〉〉 ∈ JΓ ⊢ DKγ}
for #»a ,
#»
t ∈
r
Γ ⊢
#»
P ,
# »
Bi
z
γ
We define the interpretation of the constructors in the block as follows:
JΓ ⊢ D.ckKγ , #     »Lam(gck)
gck(
#»a , #»m) , 〈k; #»a , #»m〉 for #»a , #»m ∈
r
Γ ⊢
#»
P ,
# »
Vk
z
γ
Let us first discuss the intuitive construction of Definition 4.3 above. In this definition the
most important part is the interpretation of the inductive block. We have defined this as the
fixpoint of the rule sets corresponding to constructors of the inductive type. This rule set
basically spells out the following. Take, some set d′Ik,j in the universe as a candidate for the
interpretation of jth occurrence of inductive type dIk,j in the k
th constructor. This candidate,
d′Ik,j , is taken to be a candidate element of the inductive type dIk,j in case
#      »
Wk,i = nil, i.e.,
intuitively, if the recursive occurrence embeds an element of dIk,j in the type being constructed.
On the other hand, if the recursive occurrence of dIk,j is, intuitively, embedding a function with
codomain dIk,j into the type being constructed then d
′
Ik,j
is to be understood as the codomain
of the function being embedded by the constructor. In each of these two cases, we need to make
sure the candidate element and or function is correctly chosen, i.e., we need to make sure that
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the element or the range of the function chosen is indeed in the interpretation of the inductive
type. This is where the rule sets come to play, so to speak. The premise set Ψk makes sure
that all candidate recursive occurrences are indeed correctly chosen. This is done by basically
making sure that for any of the arguments of the function being embedded (here an element is
treated as a function with no arguments!) the result of applying the candidate function to the
arguments is indeed in the interpretation of the corresponding inductive type. Do notice that
#     »
App(a, nil) = a.
Example 4.4 (Rule set for construction of natural numbers).
ΦγΓ,N =
{
∅
〈0; nil; nil; 〈0; nil〉〉
}
∪
{
{〈0; nil; nil; a〉}
〈0; nil; nil; 〈1; a〉〉
∣∣∣∣a ∈ Vκ0
}
Example 4.5 (Rule set for construction of lists).
ΦγΓ,Li =
{
∅
〈0;A; nil; 〈0;A〉〉
}
∪
{
{〈0;A; nil, b〉}
〈0;A; nil; 〈1;A, a, b〉〉
∣∣∣∣b ∈ Vκ0 ∧ a ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ
}
Lemma 4.6. Values for arguments of arities are uniquely determined by the values for argu-
ments each constructor (including values for parameters) in Oα
Φγ
Γ,D
and in particular in JΓ ⊢ DKγ .
That is, if 〈
i; #»a ;
#»
t ; 〈k; #»a , #»m〉
〉
,
〈
i; #»a ;
#»
t′ ; 〈k; #»a , #»m〉
〉
∈ OαΦγ
Γ,D
then,
#»
t =
#»
t′ . Analogously for JΓ ⊢ DKγ we have that if〈
i; #»a ;
#»
t ; 〈k; #»a , #»m〉
〉
,
〈
i; #»a ;
#»
t′ ; 〈k; #»a , #»m〉
〉
∈ JΓ ⊢ DKγ
then,
#»
t =
#»
t′ .
Proof. This immediately follows from the fact that for any two rules
X〈
i; #»a ;
#»
t ; 〈k; #»a , #»m〉
〉 and X〈
i; #»a ;
#»
t′ ; 〈k; #»a , #»m〉
〉
in ΦγΓ,D we have
#»
t =
#»
t′ .
We shall show that the interpretation of the inductive types in a block are each in the universe
corresponding to their sort. Notice that whenever two inductive types appear in one another
the syntactic criteria for typing enforce that they are both have the same sort.2 Therefore, we
assume without loss of generality that all inductive types in the block have the same sort. In
case it is not the case, it must be there are some inductive types in the block that are not
necessarily mutually inductive with the rest of the block. Hence, those inductive types (and
their interpretations) can be considered prior to considering the block as a whole. Therefore, in
the following theorem, we assume, without loss of generality that the all of the inductive types
of a block are of the same sort.
2Note that this is the case in our work as there are no inductive types in Prop.
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Lemma 4.7. Let D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} be a block of inductive types with all inductive types of
sort Typei. Furthermore, let us assume that all the terms (and particularly types) appearing in
the body of the block are well defined under the context Γ and environment γ and interpretation
of each of these terms (and types) is in the interpretation of the type (correspondingly sort) that
is expected based on the typing derivation.3 Then, JΓ ⊢ DKγ↓, JΓ ⊢ DKγ ∈ Vκi and JΓ ⊢ D.djKγ ∈JΓ ⊢ ∆I(dj)Kγ .
Proof. The construction of JΓ ⊢ DKγ depends only on the interpretation of terms JΓ ⊢ uKγ where
u appears in ∆I or ∆C and by our assumptions these are all defined. Therefore, we can easily
see that JΓ ⊢ DKγ↓.
We proceed by showing first that JΓ ⊢ DKγ ∈ Vκi. By Lemma 3.4 we need to show that there
is a cardinal number α in the universe Vκi such that for any rule
φ
ψ
, we have |φ| ≤ α. Notice
that the cardinality of each rule in the interpretation of the inductive block is fixed depending
on which constructor the rule corresponds to. Since there are finitely many constructors, we
can take α to be the supremum of these cardinalities. For each constructor, this cardinality is
the supremum of the cardinality corresponding to each (mutually) recursive arguments of the
constructor. Each recursive argument of the a constructor is a function type with codomain
being an inductive type in the block where, crucially, no inductive type of the same block appears
in the domain. Therefore, the cardinality of the antecedents corresponding to each (mutually)
recursive argument of a constructor is simply the cardinality of the domain, i.e., product of
cardinalities of different arguments of the aforementioned function. This latter cardinality is by
our assumptions is in the universe Vκi.
By the fact that JΓ ⊢ DKγ ∈ Vκi, as we just proved it, and by construction of the model it
follows easily that JΓ ⊢ D.djKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ ∆I(dj)Kγ .
Lemma 4.8. Let D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} and D
′ ≡ Indn {∆
′
I := ∆
′
C} be two blocks of inductive
types with dom(∆I) = dom(∆
′
I) and dom(∆C) = dom(∆
′
C). Furthermore, assume that the for
each d ∈ dom(∆I) the interpretation of the arguments of the arity of ∆C(d) are subsets of the
interpretation of corresponding arguments of the arity of ∆C(d
′). Similarly for the arguments
of the constructors. In addition, assume that in each case, the interpretation of values given as
parameters and arities in the resulting type of each corresponding constructors (the inductive
type being constructed by that constructor) are equal. These are conditions in the rule Ind-
leq in Figure 5 where cumulativity (subtyping) relation is replaced with subset relation on the
interpretation and the judgemental equality is replaced with equality of interpretations.4 In this
case, JΓ ⊢ DKγ ⊆ JΓ ⊢ D′Kγ and consequently JΓ ⊢ D.dKγ ⊆ JΓ ⊢ D′.dKγ
Proof. By transfinite induction on α up to the closing ordinal of ΦγΓ,D we show that O
α
Φγ
Γ,D
⊆
Oα
Φγ
Γ,D′
. The base case and the case of limit ordinals are trivial. We only need to show the result
for successor ordinals, i.e.,
Oα
+
Φγ
Γ,D
= OΦγ
Γ,D
(OαΦγ
Γ,D
) ⊆ OΦγ
Γ,D′
(OαΦγ
Γ,D′
) = Oα
+
Φγ
Γ,D′
where by induction hypothesis we know that Oα
Φγ
Γ,D
⊆ Oα
Φγ
Γ,D′
. The result follows by the fact
that any rule in the rule set ΦγΓ,D is also a rule in the rule set Φ
γ
Γ,D′ guaranteed by the subset
relations in our assumptions which are consequences of their corresponding subtypings in the
rules pertaining to cumulativity of inductive types.
3These conditions will hold by induction hypotheses when this lemma is used in practice.
4These conditions will hold by the induction hypothesis when we shall use this lemma.
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4.2 Modeling eliminators
We define the interpretation for eliminators by constructing a rule set which will interpret the
eliminators for the whole inductive block. We will define interpretation of individual eliminators
based on the fixpoint of this rule set.
Definition 4.9 (Interpretation of recursors). Let D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} an arbitrary but fixed
inductive block and assume, without loss of generality, that ∆I = d0 : A0, . . . dl : Al and ∆C = c0 :
T0, . . . cl′ : Tl′. Where Ai ≡ Π
#»p :
#»
P .Π #»x :
#»
B. s for some types
#»
B and some sort s. Here,
#»
P are
parameters of the inductive block. The type of constructors are of the following form: Tk ≡ Π
#»p :
#»
P .Π #»x :
# »
Vk. dik
#»p
#»
tk for some
#»
tk. For the sake of simplicity of presentation, let us write ELB ≡
ElimD(Qd1 , . . . , Qdl)
{
fc1, . . . , fcl′
}
for the block of eliminators being interpreted. Furthermore,
let ξ
Qd1 ,...,Qdl
D (ck, Tk) ≡ Π
#»x :
# »
Uk. Qdik
#»u for some terms #»u . Notice that ξ
Qd1 ,...,Qdl
D is simply the
type of the constructor where after each (mutually) recursive argument, an argument is added
for the result of the elimination of that (mutually) recursive argument. Let us write Jk,i for the
index of the ith argument of the kth constructor, Vk,i, in
# »
Uk above. More precisely, whenever
rec(Vk,i) holds, we have UJk,i+1 is the argument of ξ
Qd1 ,...,Qdl
D (ck, Tk) that corresponds to the
result of the elimination of Vk,i = UJk,i. We first define a rule set Φ
γ
Γ,ELB for this interpretation:
ΦγΓ,ELB ,
⋃
di∈dom(∆I )
⋃
ck∈Constrs(di)
{
Ψdi,ck
ψdi,ck
∣∣∣∣∣ #»a ∈
r
Γ ⊢
# »
Uk
z
γ
}
Let
#»
b be the subsequence of #»a corresponding to arguments of the constructor, i.e., it is ob-
tained from #»a by dropping any term in the sequence that corresponds to some UJk,j+1 whenever
rec(Vk,j).
ψdi,ck ,
〈〈
ck;
#»
b
〉
;
#     »
App(JΓ ⊢ fckKγ , #»a )
〉
Ψdi,ck ,
⋃
rec(Vk,j)


〈 #     »
App(
q
Γk,j ⊢ UJk,j
y
γ, #»e
, #»u );
#     »
App(
q
Γk,j ⊢ UJk,j+1
y
γ, #»e
, #»u )
〉∣∣∣∣∣∣ #»u ∈
r
Γk,j ⊢
#      »
Wk,j
z
γ, #»e


Γk,j , Γ,
#»p :
#»
P , x1 : Vk,1, . . . , xj−1 : Vk,j−1
#»e , b1, . . . bj−1
For Ψk we assume that Vk,j ≡ Π
#»y :
#      »
Wk,j. dIk,j
#»q
#»
t .
We define the interpretation individual eliminators as follows:
r
Γ ⊢ Elim(t;D.di;Qd1 , . . . , Qdl)
{
fc1, . . . , fcl′
}z
γ
, u
if there is a unique u such that 〈t, u〉 ∈ I(ΦγΓ,ELB) and undefined otherwise.
The following lemma shows that in Definition 4.9 above we have indeed captured and inter-
preted all of the elements of all of the inductive types in the block.
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Lemma 4.10. Let D ≡ Indn {∆I := ∆C} be a block of inductive types with JΓ ⊢ DKγ defined
and let Qd1 , . . . , Qdl and fc1, . . . , fcl′ be such that
JΓ ⊢ QdiKγ ∈
r
Γ ⊢ Π #»x :
#»
A. (di
#»x )→ s′
z
γ
and JΓ ⊢ fciKγ ∈
r
Γ ⊢ ξ
#»
Q
D (ci,∆C(ci))
z
γ
Also, assume that for the term t we have JΓ ⊢ tKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ D.d #»u Kγ . Then,
r
Γ ⊢ Elim(t;D.d;Qd1 , . . . , Qdl)
{
fc1, . . . , fcl′
}z
γ
↓
and r
Γ ⊢ Elim(t;D.d;Qd1 , . . . , Qdl)
{
fc1, . . . , fcl′
}z
γ
∈ JΓ ⊢ Qdi #»u tKγ
Proof. We show by transfinite induction up to the closing ordinal of ΦγΓ,D that for any α and for
any
〈
〈c; #»a , #»m〉 ;
#»
t
〉
∈
{〈
〈c; #»a , #»m〉 ;
#»
t
〉∣∣∣∣〈di; #»a ; #»t ; 〈c; #»a , #»m〉〉 ∈ OαΦγ
Γ,D
}
(note that by Lemma 4.6
#»
t is uniquely determined by c #»a and #»m) there is a unique b ∈
r
Γ ⊢
#     »
App(Qdi ,
#»a ,
#»
t , 〈c; #»a , #»m〉)
z
γ
such that 〈〈c; #»a , #»m〉 ; b〉 ∈ Oα
Φγ
Γ,ELB
for
ELB ≡ ElimD(Qd1 , . . . , Qdl)
{
fc1, . . . , fcl′
}
For the base case, α = 0 this holds trivially. For the other cases, it suffices to notice that all
the argument elements taken for the (mutually) recursive arguments of constructors, i.e., corre-
sponding to UJk,j for rec(VJk,j ) are uniquely determined from the arguments of the constructor
(
#»
b in the interpretation of recursors above) as is so restricted by the antecedents of each rule.
Notice that the argument above also shows that the closing ordinal of ΦγΓ,ELB and Φ
γ
Γ,ELB are
the same which concludes the proof.
4.3 Proof of Soundness
We show that the model that we have constructed throughout this section is sound. That is,
we show that for any typing context Γ, term t and type A such that Γ ⊢ t : A we have that for
any environment γ ∈ JΓK, JΓ ⊢ tKγ↓, JΓ ⊢ AKγ↓ and that JΓ ⊢ tKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ . We use this result
to prove consistency of pCuIC.
Lemma 4.11. Let Γ be a typing context, γ be an environment, t such that JΓ ⊢ tKγ ↓. Then
FV (t) ⊆ dom(Γ).
Proof. Follows easily by induction on t.
Lemma 4.12 (Weakening). Let Γ be a typing context, γ be an environment, t and A be terms
such that JΓ,Γ′K↓, γ ∈ JΓK, γ, γ′ ∈ JΓ,Γ′K and JΓ,Γ′ ⊢ tKγ,γ′↓. Furthermore, let Ξ be a typing
context and δ be an environment such that (dom(Γ)∪ dom(Γ′))∩ dom(Ξ) = ∅, and we have that
variables in dom(Ξ) do not appear in Γ′ freely such that JΓ,Ξ,Γ′K↓ and γ, δ, γ′ ∈ JΓ,Ξ,Γ′K. Then
1. JΓ,Ξ,Γ′ ⊢ tKγ,δ,γ′↓
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2. JΓ,Ξ,Γ′ ⊢ tKγ,δ,γ′ = JΓ,Γ′ ⊢ tKγ,γ′
Proof. We prove the result above by induction on t. Most cases follow easily by induction
hypotheses. Here, for demonstration purposes we show the case for variables and (dependent)
function types.
• t = x: In this case, both Case 1 and Case 2 above follow by definition of the model.
• t = Πx : A.B: We know by induction hypothesis that
q
Γ,Ξ,Γ′ ⊢ A
y
γ,δ,γ′
↓
q
Γ,Ξ,Γ′ ⊢ A
y
γ,δ,γ′
=
q
Γ,Γ′ ⊢ A
y
γ,γ′
Also by induction hypotheses we have that for all a ∈ JΓ,Ξ,Γ′ ⊢ AKγ,δ,γ′ ,
(
q
Γ,Ξ,Γ′, x : A ⊢ B
y
γ,δ,γ′,a
)↓
q
Γ,Ξ,Γ′, x : A ⊢ B
y
γ,δ,γ′,a
=
q
Γ,Γ′, x : A ⊢ B
y
γ,γ′,a
Given the above induction hypotheses, both Case 1 and Case 2 above follow by the
definition of the model. Note that by Lemma 4.11, we know that variables in dom(Ξ) do
not appear freely in A. This is why induction hypothesis applies to B above.
Lemma 4.13 (Substitutivity). Let Γ be a typing context, γ be an environment, u and A be
terms such that JΓK↓, γ ∈ JΓK and JΓ ⊢ uKγ↓. Then
1. If JΓ, x : A,ΞK↓ and γ, JΓ ⊢ uKγ , δ ∈ JΓ, x : A,ΞK then γ, δ ∈ JΓ,Ξ [u/x]K
2. If JΓ, x : A,ΞK↓ and γ, JΓ ⊢ uKγ , δ ∈ JΓ, x : A,ΞK and JΓ, x : A,Ξ ⊢ tKγ,JΓ⊢uKγ ,δ↓ then
a) JΓ,Ξ [u/x] ⊢ t [u/x] Kγ,δ↓
b) JΓ,Ξ [u/x] ⊢ t [u/x] Kγ,δ =JΓ, x : A,Ξ ⊢ tKγ,JΓ⊢uKγ ,δ = JΓ, x := u : A,Ξ ⊢ tKγ,JΓ⊢uKγ ,δ
Proof. We prove this lemma by well-founded induction on σ(Ξ, t) = size(Ξ) + size(t) − 1/2.
In the following we reason as though we are conducting induction on the structure of terms
and contexts. Note that this is allowed because our measure σ(Ξ, t) does decrease for the
induction hypotheses pertaining to structural induction in each case σ(Ξ, t) is decreasing. This
is in particular crucial in some sub-cases of the case where Ξ = Ξ, y : B. There, we are
performing induction on t which enlarges the context Ξ (similar to case of (dependent) functions
in Lemma 4.12).
• Case Ξ = ·: then Case 1 holds trivially. Case 2, follows by induction on t. The only non-
trivial case (not immediately following from the induction hypothesis) is the case where t
is a variable. In this case, both 2a and 2b follow by definition of the model.
• Case Ξ = Ξ′, y : B and correspondingly, δ = δ′, a:
1. Follows by definition of the model and the induction hypothesis corresponding to
Case 2b: JΓ,Ξ′ [u/x] ⊢ B [u/x]Kγ,δ′ = JΓ, x : A,Ξ′ ⊢ BKγ,JΓ⊢uKγ ,δ′
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2. We proceed by induction on t. The only non-trivial case is when t is a variable,
t = z. Notice, when z 6= x then both 2a and 2b hold trivially by definition of
the model. Otherwise, we have to show that JΓ,Ξ′ [u/x] , y : B [u/x] ⊢ uKγ,δ,a↓ andJΓ,Ξ [u/x] , y : B [u/x] ⊢ uKγ,δ,a = JΓ, x : A,Ξ, y : B [u/x] ⊢ xKγ,JΓ⊢uKγ ,δ.a =JΓ, x := u : A,Ξ, y : B [u/x] ⊢ xKγ,JΓ⊢uKγ ,δ,a. These follow by Lemma 4.12 above and
our assumption that JΓ ⊢ uKγ↓.
• Case Ξ = Ξ′, Indn {∆I := ∆C}: We prove this case by induction on t. The only non-
trivial case here is the case where t = Indn {∆I := ∆C} .z. Notice that the interpretation
of JΓ,Ξ′ [u/x] , y : B [u/x] ⊢ tKγ,δ,a is defined based on the interpretation of terms of the
form JΓ,Ξ′ [u/x] ⊢ mKγ,δ where m appears in ∆I or ∆C to which the induction hypothesis
(that of induction on Ξ) applies.
Theorem 4.14 (Soundness of the model). The model defined in this section is sound for our
typing system. That is, the following statements hold:
1. If WF(Γ) then JΓK↓
2. If Γ ⊢ t : A then JΓK↓ and for any γ ∈ JΓK we have JΓ ⊢ tKγ↓, JΓ ⊢ AKγ↓ and JΓ ⊢ tKγ ∈JΓ ⊢ AKγ
3. If Γ ⊢ t ≃ t′ : A then JΓ ⊢ tKγ↓, JΓ ⊢ t′Kγ↓, JΓ ⊢ AKγ↓ and JΓ ⊢ tKγ = JΓ ⊢ t′Kγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ
4. If Γ ⊢ A  B then JΓ ⊢ AKγ↓, JΓ ⊢ BKγ↓ and JΓ ⊢ AKγ ⊆ JΓ ⊢ BKγ
Proof. Note that judgements of the form WF(Γ), Γ ⊢ t : A, Γ ⊢ t ≃ t′ : A and Γ ⊢ A  B
are defined mutually. We prove the theorem by mutual induction on the derivation of these
judgements.
• Case WF-ctx-empty: trivial by definition.
• Case WF-ctx-hyp: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case WF-ctx-def: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case Prop: trivial by definition.
• Case Hierarchy: trivial by definition.
• Case Var: trivial by definition and induction hypotheses.
• Case Let: by definition, induction hypothesis and Lemma 4.13.
• Case Let-eq: by definition, induction hypotheses and Lemma 4.13.
• Case Prod: by induction hypotheses we know that JΓ ⊢ AKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ s1Kγ and thatJΓ, x : A ⊢ BKγ,a ∈ JΓ ⊢ s2Kγ for any a ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ . We also know Rs(s1, s2, s3). We
have to show that
JΓ ⊢ Πx : A.BKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ s3Kγ (1)
Since Rs(s1, s2, s3) holds, we have that either s2 = s3 = Prop or s1 = Typei, s2 = Typej
and s3 = Typemax{i,j} or s1 = Prop, s2 = Typei and s3 = Typei hold. In the first case,
The membership relation above, (1), follows from Case 1 of Lemma 3.8. In the other two
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cases, note that JΓ ⊢ s3Kγ is a von Neumann universe and is hence closed under (dependent)
function space and also (by axiom schema of replacement) under taking trace-encoding of
elements of any set.
• Case Prod-eq: by definition and induction hypotheses.
• Case Lam: by definition and induction hypotheses.
• Case Lam-eq: by definition and induction hypotheses.
• Case App: by induction hypotheses we know that JΓ ⊢ NKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ and JΓ ⊢MKγ ∈JΓ ⊢ Πx : A.BKγ . From the latter we know that JΓ ⊢MKγ = Lam(f) for some f with
domain dom(f) = JΓ ⊢ AKγ such that f(a) = JΓ, x : A ⊢ BKγ,a. Therefore,
JΓ ⊢M NKγ = App(Lam(f), JΓ ⊢ NKγ)
= f(JΓ ⊢ NKγ) ∈ JΓ, x : A ⊢ BKγ,JΓ⊢NKγ = JΓ ⊢ B [N/x]Kγ
where the last equality is by Lemma 4.13.
• Case App-eq: by a reasoning similar to that of Case App above.
• Case Ind-WF: by definition and induction hypotheses and Lemma 4.7.
• Case Ind-type: by induction hypotheses we know that JΓK↓ which by definition means
that for any environment γ ∈ JΓK and any inductive block D ∈ Γ we have (using the
weakening lemma above) JΓ ⊢ DKγ↓. By Lemma 4.7 the desired result follows.
• Case Ind-constr: by induction hypotheses we know that JΓK↓ which by definition means
that for any environment γ ∈ JΓK and any inductive block D ∈ Γ we have (using the weak-
ening lemma above) JΓ ⊢ DKγ↓. The desired result follows by the definition of JΓ ⊢ D.cKγ ,
Lemma 4.13 and the fact that JΓ ⊢ DKγ↓ is the fixpoint of the rule-set used to construct
it.
• Case Ind-Elim: by Lemma 4.10 and induction hypotheses.
• Case Ind-Elim-eq: similarly to Case Ind-Elim.
• Case Eq-ref: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case Eq-sym: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case Eq-trans: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case Beta: by induction hypotheses that
JΓ, x : A ⊢MKγ↓
∀a ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ . JΓ, x : A ⊢MKγ,a ∈ JΓ, x : A ⊢ BKγ,a
On the other hand, we have that
JΓ ⊢ NKγ↓
JΓ ⊢ NKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ
JΓ ⊢ AKγ↓
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and therefore JΓ, x : A ⊢ BKγ,JΓ⊢NKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ sKγ
Also, by Lemma 4.13 we get that
JΓ ⊢ B [N/x]Kγ = JΓ, x : A ⊢ BKγ,JΓ⊢NKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ sKγ
and that
JΓ ⊢M [N/x]Kγ = JΓ, x : A ⊢MKγ,JΓ⊢uKγ ∈ JΓ, x : A ⊢ BKγ,JΓ⊢uKγ
We finish the proof by:
JΓ ⊢ (λx : A.M) NKγ = App(JΓ ⊢ λx : A.MKγ , JΓ ⊢ NKγ)
= App(Lam(a ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ 7→ JΓ, x : A ⊢MKγ,a), JΓ ⊢ NKγ)
= JΓ, x : A ⊢MKγ,JΓ⊢NKγ
= JΓ ⊢M [N/x]Kγ
• Case Eta: We need to show that
JΓ ⊢ tKγ = JΓ ⊢ λx : A. t xKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ Πx : A.BKγ
We know by induction hypothesis that JΓ ⊢ tKγ ↓ and that JΓ ⊢ tKγ ∈ JΓ ⊢ Πx : A.BKγ
and consequently we know that there is a set theoretic function f :
f ∈ Πa ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ . JΓ, x : A ⊢ BKγ,a
such that JΓ ⊢ tKγ = Lam(f). This implies that,
JΓ ⊢ λx : A. t xKγ = Lam
({
(a, JΓ, x : A ⊢ t xKγ,a)
∣∣∣a ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ})
= Lam
({
(a,App(JΓ, x : A ⊢ tKγ,a , a))
∣∣∣a ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ})
= Lam
({
(a,App(JΓ ⊢ tKγ,a , a))
∣∣∣a ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ})
= Lam
({
(a,App(Lam(f), a))
∣∣∣a ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ})
= Lam
({
(a, f(a))
∣∣∣a ∈ JΓ ⊢ AKγ})
= Lam(f)
= JΓ ⊢ tKγ
• Case Delta: by Lemma 4.13 and induction hypotheses.
• Case Zeta: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case Iota: by definition of the interpretation of recursors and induction hypothesis. No-
tice that by construction of the interpretation of eliminators in Definition 4.9 the inter-
pretation of elimination of ci
#»a is basically, the result of applying fci
#»
b where #»a is a
subsequence of
#»
b . The only difference between
#»
b and #»a is that in
#»
b after each value
that corresponds to a (mutually) recursive argument of the constructor ci we have a value
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that corresponds to the interpretation of elimination of that (mutually) recursive argu-
ment. For those terms, µ
#»
Q;
#»
f
D applies the elimination using the eliminator, Elim, while
the rule in rule set corresponding ci
#»a ensures in its antecedents that all elements are
eliminated correctly according to the interpretation of the eliminator (the fixpoint taken
in Definition 4.9). Notice that if the constructor is of an inductive sub-type, then, by
construction of interpretation of constructors the interpretation of the two constructors
applied to those terms are equal.
• Case Prop-in-Type: trivial by definition.
• Case Cum-Type: trivial by definition.
• Case Cum-trans: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case Cum-weaken: trivial by definition, induction hypothesis and Lemma 4.12.
• Case Cum-Prod: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case Cum-eq-L: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case Cum-eq-R: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case Cum: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case Cum-eq: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case Eq-Cum: trivial by definition and induction hypothesis.
• Case C-Ind: easy by definition, induction hypothesis and Lemma 4.8.
• Case Ind-Eq: by definition, induction hypotheses and Lemma 4.8.
• Case Constr-Eq-L: by definition, induction hypothesis.
• Case Constr-Eq-R: by definition, induction hypothesis.
Corollary 4.15 (Consistency of pCuIC). Let s be a sort, then, there does not exist any term
t such that · ⊢ t : Πx : s. x.
Proof. If there where such a term t by Theorem 4.14 we should have J· ⊢ tK
nil
∈ J· ⊢ Πx : s. xK
nil
.
However, J· ⊢ Πx : s. xK
nil
= ∅.
Strong normalization We believe that our extension to pCIC maintains strong normalization
and that the model constructed by Barras [2012] for pCIC could be easily extended to support
our added rules.
4.4 The model and axioms of type theory
Although our system does not explicitly feature any of the axioms mentioned below, they are
consistent with the model that we have constructed.
Our model is a proof-irrelevant model. That is, all provable propositions (terms of type Prop)
are interpreted identically. Therefore, it satisfies the axiom of proof irrelevance and also the
axiom of propositional extensionality (that any two logically equivalent propositions are equal).
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This model also satisfies definitional/judgemental proof irrelevance for proposition. This is
similar to how Agda treats irrelevant arguments Abel [2011].
We do not support inductive types in the sort Prop in our system. However, if the Paulin-style
equality is encoded using inductive types in higher sorts, then the interpretation of these types
would simply be collections of reflexivity proofs. Hence, our model supports the axiom UIP
(unicity of identity proofs) and consequently all other logically equivalent axioms, e.g., axiom
K Streicher [1993].
This model, being a set theoretic model, also supports the axiom of functional extensionality
as set theoretic functions are extensional. This is indeed why our model supports η-equivalence.
All these axioms are also supported by the model constructed by Lee and Werner [2011].
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